Abstract. Approximate analytical solutions are found for two model current sheets. In the first the magnetic field is linear and reverses across a neutral sheet, and the electric field is everywhere uniform, perpendicular to the magnetic field and parallel to the neutral sheet. Charged particles of either sign never come out of the neutral sheet, and their energies increase without bound. In the second model a small component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the neutral sheet is added. This component not only serves to bring particles out of the sheet, but turns protons and electrons toward the same direction, 90 ø away from the accelerating electric field. The particles are accelerated and then ejected when they have been turned 90 ø, and the emergent pitch angles to a magnetic line of force will be small if the perpendicular magnetic field component is small.
It is of interest to look at charged particle trajectories about such sheets. Adiabatic theory cannot be used across such a neutral sheet, because the magnetic field changes significantly in distances much less than a gyroradius. The charged particle equations of motion must therefore be either solved analytically or computed 
where b is the strength of the magnetic field when z = d, the sheet half-thickness, and a is the strength of the electric field. The physical significance of such an electric field will be discussed in part 2 [Speiser, 1965] . This field will merely be assumed for the present treatment. The coordinate system being used is sketched in Figure 1 , as are the magnetic and electric fields.
The equations of motion for a particle in the neutral sheet, using these fields, are k is proportional to q2, and so particles of either sign will oscillate.
The oscillation in x(t) is due to the V X B force that is always toward x = 0 for x either positive or negative, because of the reversal of the magnetic field.
The net result of this simple model is that charged particles of either sign never come out of the neutral sheet, and their energy increases without bound. Even without solving these equations, the particle motion can be understood qualitatively as was done for the simple model.
Consider a proton (the arguments also hold for electrons, with appropriate changes in sign) incident on this neutral sheet with small velocity. (Strictly speaking, the sheet is not now a neutral sheet.) The proton will be accelerated initially in the negative z direction (see equation 10), gaining a velocity 2 proportional to --t as for the simple model. From (9) there will then be an acceleration in the --y direction proportional to 2 or --t, and thus 7) will be proportional to --t 2. As long as 2 is negative, (8) will imply oscillatory motion in x(t) by the same arguments in the previous section on the simple model. Thus, as long as 2 is negative, the term --C•x• in (10)'will be assumed to be small as a firstorder approximation. The oscillations can now be either damped or growing, depending on whether 2 increases or decreases with time. The last term in (10) grows as q-t •', so that 2 will grow negatively until • goes to zero, and 2 will then diminish in absolute value going to zero and even becoming positive after some time. Thus x(t) will execute damped oscillatory motion until • = 0 (the spring gets stiffer). After becomes positive and until 2 -0, x(t) will execute growing oscillatory motion. After 2 goes positive, however, x(t) will no longer oscillate but will increase exponentially, thus ejecting the particle from the neutral sheet. T. W. SPEISER
